
Why Credential Stuffing Attacks 
Are So Difficult to Detect
It is very easy to launch a highly distributed campaign with bots that pretend to be 
browsers. Because the number of requests from a single source is small and doesn’t 
exceed the limit of requests from an IP address, bot Credential Stuffing attacks fly 
under the radar.
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What is Credential Stuffing?
Credential stuffing is an attack in which cybercriminals use bots to attempt 
logins on popular sites using stolen usernames and passwords. If a login is 
successful, the validated credential pair is used by the cybercriminals to 
commit account takeovers or sold on the dark web. 

Credential Stuffing Attacks 
Cause Financial Losses
When cybercriminals launch successful credential stuffing attacks, they can take 
over users’ accounts and commit fraud. This has a lasting impact on businesses 
and consumers. 
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It is Cheap and Easy to Run 
Credential Stuffing Attacks
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Credential Stuffing Attacks are On the Rise

Up to 80% of e-commerce operational 
costs are negatively affected by bad bots

Increased demand for 
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High operational costs for 
infrastructure and bandwidth

Damage to brand reputation 
and consumer trust

Business Impact of
Credential Stuffing Attacks
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HUMAN Bot Defender leverages machine learning, 
behavioral analysis and predictive analytics to 
detect and stop sophisticated credential stuffing  
bot attacks with unparalleled accuracy.

HUMAN Credential Intelligence prevents the use of 
compromised credentials on your site, providing an 
early warning system that flags stolen usernames and 
passwords for mitigating action, before fraud occurs.

Advanced bot detection and mitigation services can 
reduce the negative impact of malicious bots by  
more than 50% at times of peak bot traffic.

How Can You Stop Credential 
Stuffing Attacks?

I found HUMAN to be the ultimate vendor with 
[an] amazing support team, great vision, and an
ever-growing hunger for success.

— Reference Customer from the Forrester Wave™: Bot Management, Q2 2022
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Learn more at www.humansecurity.com

https://www.humansecurity.com/
https://www.humansecurity.com/products/human-bot-defender
https://www.humansecurity.com/products/credential-intelligence

